
Full solution of aluminum frame glass railing balustrade, glass balcony,
aluminum handrail manufacturer

Similar as stainless steel railing post + glass railing, aluminum glass balustrade is also very
popular now.

And, aluminum glass balustrade is with some own advantages:

1. The aluminum glass balustrade structure is simple and the aluminum material is light: the product
structure is assembled without welding points, and is assembled with aluminum alloy profiles, aluminum
alloy guardrail accessories and screws. The connection is tight and there is no loosening and falling off,
and the safety performance is high. The aluminum alloy balcony is easy to be installed, easy to process.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/One-stop-service-for-glass-railing-post-system-glass-railing-panels-Stainless-Steel-Glass-Railing-Po.html


 

2. aluminum balustrade is with high strength, strong flexibility and good corrosion resistance. Compared
with other traditional materials, the hardness of aluminum art profile can withstand greater impact and
tension, and has better flexibility Sex. The surface of the aluminum alloy balcony guardrail is treated with
anti-oxidation, which can make the aluminum alloy product have a high corrosion resistance function.

 

3. The colors of aluminum balustrade are diversified, and the spacing of the products has been carefully
measured and verified, which not only plays a role in safety protection, but also enhances the appearance
and visual effect and the taste of tallness. The personalized color design makes the aluminum balcony The
guardrail can be matched and assembled according to the customer's requirements to meet the
customer's home life needs.



4.  Aluminum balustrade is a green, healthy and environmentally friendly product. In the current harsh
environment, aluminum alloy guardrail manufacturers adopt products with high environmental protection
and safety performance in accordance with national standards, creating a safe and healthy environment
for households. Living space.

 



 

Why buy Aluminum glass balustrade from Jimy glass?

 

1.  We’ve supplied full solutions for thousands of glass balustrades around the world. We can provide
aluminum glass balustrade with customized size and designs, can match most customers requirements
perfectly. Many customers just send us a top view drawing, we can work out a full solution for them.



 

2. We produce top safety tempered laminated glass, can promised long warranty 10 years no delaminate,
with CE, SGCC, ISO certificated.



 

3.All frame/ accessories are previous installed before delivery, to make sure all sizes can be correct and all
accessories can be fixed well in your hand.

4.Safety pack and loading, to make sure all glass are not broken during transport.





 

If any more question you have, welcome to contact us, we are with pleasure to share more
information. Providing customers with complete solutions has always been the purpose of our
services.

 


